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PHOTO Legacy Family Tree Legacy Family Tree is an award winning professional genealogy program

that helps you track, organize, print, and share your family history. Includes source documentation, over

100 beautiful reports, expert merging capabilities, To Do list, pictures, videos, Web page creation, spell

checking, Internet searching, relationship calculation, and name tag printing. Import/Export support.

Genealogy Finder Getting started assembling a family tree can be difficult, but Genealogy Finder offers

links to several reputable sites that are up to the task. Upon launch, a small and simple window opens,

displaying four rows of buttons that lead to several Web sites designed for every aspect of genealogy.

You can quickly find long lists of links to people finders, family-tree makers, orphanages, genealogy

tutorials, and countless other sites to help you in your quest. GedLink Editor Create and edit your family

tree in seconds with GedLink Editor, the intuitive and easy-to-use family tree software. This small

software program is suited for beginners in genealogy as well as for those who want to easily look inside

genealogical files. GedLink Editor is based on the well-known GEDCOM format, which is the standard for
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genealogical files. This means that GedLink Editor can read and edit existing files. Family Tree Builder

Family Tree Builder is a brand new and original program for amateur and professional genealogy fans.

Packing the most innovative features developed for genealogy in the past decade, such as Face

Recognition Technology, Visual Data Entry, Immersive 3D Trees, and Online Family Tree Publishing, it is

highly intuitive and a pleasure to use. Create your family tree easily or import GEDCOM, print great charts

and reports. Family Tree Builder supports 12 languages. IN-HEH Timeline IN-HEH Timeline is an

historical event manager. Create your own databases; Declare events, persons and locations objects.

Make sense, link them together by a simple drag-and-drop operation. Share your work, browse Internet

seeking references. Display as timeline or genealogical views. Export view bitmaps or html. All produced

material can be freely incorporated in your Web site or documents. GenDB Cemetery Database Creator

GenDB is a free program which allows anybody to go out and perform a personal indexing project of a

cemetery. Once completed it allows for simple data entry. It automatically alphabetizes the entries using

advanced sorting algorithms which can alphabetize thousands of names in seconds. After the names are

entered and alphabetized, the software program will automatically create both an alphabetized text file

and HTML Web site source code file. You can submit either the text file or HTML file to one of the free

genealogical data repositories available on the Internet, such as the one found at Rootsweb.com. Or, you

could create your own genealogy Web site and use the HTML file there. GenDB Cemetery is supposed to

take care of all of the technical aspects of the project, from start to finish. Personal Ancestral File

Personal Ancestral File is a new Windows-based version of one of the most widely used genealogical

management programs for home computers. PAF does not provide genealogical data. Instead, it helps

users organize their family history records. It can produce, either on screen or on paper, family histories,

pedigree charts, family group records, and other reports to help users in their search for missing

ancestors. The Genealogy Guide Do you want to know exactly who your ancestors were: where they

lived; what they did for a living; whether that story of highwaymen, criminals and corrupt relatives is

factual, or a figment of Grandmas over-active imagination?
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